
Impact Report
The PMC Large Cap Impact Quantitative Portfolio is designed to track the characteristics 
and returns of the Russell 1000 and focuses explicitly on companies with high sustainability 
ratings and/or environmental, social, and governance priorities. Impact investors benefit 
from diversified, low-cost market exposure and opportunities for tax management in a single, 
separately managed account.

 
ESG Issues Addressed

 

 

Total ESG Score

Portfolio Benchmark

63 61

Product Involvement

Avoid exposure to companies with significant 
revenue generated in the following areas:  

Adult 
Entertainment

Alcohol Firearms Gambling

Military 
Weapons

ControversiesNuclear 
Power

Tobacco

 Environment
includes climate change, clean technology, natural 
resources, land use and biodiversity

Governance
includes corporate board issues, transparency, 
anticorruption, executive pay, political contributions

Social 
includes conflict risk, equal employment opportunity 
and diversity, and labor and human rights

  

  

  

63 54

Portfolio Benchmark

60 54

64 61

Portfolio and Benchmark metrics are calculated based on security level data from Sustainalytics
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Company Highlight: Intel Corp
Intel is well positioned to manage environmental risks. In aggregate, the semiconductor industry spends 
approximately USD 1 billion on water and wastewater systems per year, demonstrating the importance 
of water in production. Intel’s water management program has three major goals: conserve water use in 
operations, collaborate on water initiatives with local communities, and develop technology solutions to assist 
others with water conservation. To date, the company’s water conservation efforts have saved about 60 billion 
gallons of water and is moving towards a goal of restoring 100% of global water use by 2025. 

Environment

Carbon Emissions

Carbon footprint is 11% 

below the benchmark.

For a $100,000 investment, you save 

carbon emissions equivalent to:
• Carbon sequestered by 21 trees grown for 10 

years, or 1.5 acres of US forest in one year

• 145 gallons of gasoline consumed

• 1,410 pounds of coal left unburned

Greenhouse Gas 
Reduction Program  
   
        

60% of holdings have a 

strong Greenhouse Gas 

Reduction Program.

You support companies taking 

action to combat climate change and 

minimize impact on the planet.

Renewable Energy Use  

16% of holdings source 

>25% of energy from 

renewables.

You support companies that 

are prioritizing the transition to a 

cleaner and more secure energy 

future.

vs.

60% 

QP

11% 30% 

INDEX

vs.

16% 

QP

5% 
INDEX

Sector

Semi
conductors
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Company Highlight: Ford Motor Company 
Ford is an industry leader when it comes to social responsibility. The company is best-in-class in its industry 
when it comes to female board representation with three. Also, in December 2017, Ford earned 100% on 
the Human Rights Campaign 2018 Corporate Equality Index, a national benchmarking survey related to LGBT 
equality in the workplace, and has received a perfect score every year since 2004. 

Ford is also working to improve its local communities. Over the past 10 years, Ford and The Ford Fund have 
invested more than $166 million in Detroit and southeast Michigan. Since 2005, Ford Volunteer Corps has 
participated in nearly 10,000 local community service projects to make people’s lives better. Ford has now 
opened two Ford Resource and Engagement Centers in Detroit, which increase access to essential services, 

helping more than 85,000 people with food distribution, education and job initiatives.

Diversity

26% of holdings have a 
Strong Diversity Program.

• Advance women and minorities in 
the workforce

• Promote inclusionary hiring & career 
development practices

• Promote human rights & labor

• Eliminate child labor & forced labor

• Protect the environment

• Promote worker’s rights

• Support fair and decent wages 

• Improve quality of life in the 
developing world

UN Global Compact Signatory 
    
        21% of holdings are 

committed signatories to the 
UN Global Compact.

Social Supply Chain Standards                                                                                                 

52% of holdings have 
strong social supply chain 

standards.

29% 

52% 

  

Social

Sector

Auto
Manufacturing

vs.QP
9% 

21% 

QP INDEXvs.
11% 

26% 
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Company Highlight: CMS Energy Corporation
CMS Energy maintains strong corporate governance practices, implemented through Codes of Conduct and a 

Guide to Ethical Business Behavior that are the backbone of its compliance and ethics program. As it relates 

to board governance, all board members other than the Chief Executive Officer and Chairman are independent. 

The Chairman of the Board is separate from the Chief Executive Officer and CMS has appointed a Presiding 

Director. All Directors and Officers must own and retain CMS Stock, ensuring alignment with shareholder 

interests. The Board and its Committees annually evaluate their performance and periodically conduct 

peer evaluations of individual directors. The company has strong ESG governance, with a board committee 

responsible for overseeing ESG issues. 

  

Board Diversity

50% of holdings have Board 
Diversity (Gender and/or 
national identity) that is 
above market practice.

Why it matters: Diverse board 

directors bring new sources of talent 

that are more representative of the 

general workforce and society, and can 

bring fresh perspectives to complex 

issues. 

80% 

vs.

Board Independence

95% of holdings have Board 
Independence that is in 

line with regional/national 
practice.

Why it matters: Independent directors 

can provide oversight for management 

and protect shareholder and stakeholder 

interests.

Lobbying & Political Expenses

30% of holdings made 
$0 or <$500K in political 
contributions in the last 3 

years.

Why it matters: Political contributions 

by corporations are controversial and 

challenge business ethics ideals. 

95% 

30% 

QP vs.

50% 

INDEX

QP INDEX

20% 
vs.

30% 

QP INDEX

Sector

Utilities
Electric
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All data is sourced from Sustainalytics. The information, analysis, and opinions expressed herein are for general and educational purposes only. Nothing contained 
in this quarterly review is intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting, securities, or investment advice, nor an opinion regarding the appropriateness of any 
investment, nor a solicitation of any type. All investments carry a certain risk, and there is no assurance that an investment will provide positive performance over 
any period of time. An investor may experience loss of principal. Investment decisions always should be made based on the investor’s specific financial needs and 
objectives, goals, time horizon, and risk tolerance. The asset classes and/or investment strategies described may not be suitable for all investors, and investors 
should consult with an investment advisor to determine the appropriate investment strategy. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Neither Envestnet, Envestnet | PMC™ nor its representatives render tax, accounting, or legal advice. Any tax statements contained herein are not intended or 
written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding US federal, state, or local tax penalties. Taxpayers should always seek advice based on their 
own particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.
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Sustainalytics Definitions
ESG Score
This measure provides an assessment of how a company is managing its environmental, social and governance risks and 
opportunities within the industry that it operates. 

Carbon Emissions
This measure provides an assessment of the carbon intensity of a company relative to its peers. The carbon intensity of a 
company is calculated by dividing the annual CO2 equivalent emissions of a company by annual revenues (t.CO2eq./USD m. 
revenues).
Source for portfolio carbon savings: EPA

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reduction Programs
This measure provides an assessment of whether a company has taken initiatives to reduce its Scope 1 & 2 GHG emissions 
or to increase energy efficiency/reduce energy use relative to its own operations.  Targets should be quantitative and 
associated with a deadline.

Renewable Energy Use
This measure provides an assessment of a company’s use of renewable energy for their own operations. This is measured by 
the percentage of renewable energy used compared to the total energy mix of a company. Renewable energy sources include 
hydroelectric, solar, wave power, wind energy and geothermal energy,

Diversity Programs
This measure provides an assessment of the quality of a company’s program to increase workforce diversity. An effective and 
comprehensive workforce diversity program must include measures to attract, hire, retain, and develop a diverse workforce. 
Initiatives must be targeted at certain groups that may otherwise face barriers entering the workforce or advancing in the 
corporate ladder (e.g. women, visible minorities, religious minorities, indigenous people and people with disabilities).  These 
“designated groups” vary depending on the local context. General statements on human capital at large are not considered.

Global Compact Signatory
This measure denotes whether a company is a signatory to the UN Global Compact.

Quality of Social Supplier Standards
This measure provides an assessment of the quality of social standards in supply chain codes of conducts or policies. 
Companies should state that they operate in accordance with International Labor Organization (ILO) conventions and mention 
explicitly the number of the conventions. Companies can also develop their own policies but the content of these policies 
should be in the sphere of the ILO conventions and be very detailed.

Lobbying & Political Expenses
This measure assesses the size of political contributions or donations to political parties by a company in the last three years.

Board Diversity
This is an as sessment of both the gender diversity on the board, and quality of the diversity policy.

Board Independence
This is an assessment of the level of board independence compared to market practice including affiliations of outside 
directors with CEO/insiders.

Read more from PMC at investpmc.com/impact
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http://investpmc.com/insights

